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Abstract:  

Economic value additions to knowledge and demand provide practical, embedded and extensible meaning to philosophizing 

cognitive systems. Evaluation of a cognitive system is an empirical matter. Thinking of science in terms of distributed cognition 

(interactionism) enlarges the domain of cognition. Anything that actually contributes to the specific quality of output of a 

cognitive system is part of the system in time and/or space.  

Cognitive science studies behavior and knowledge structures of experts and categorized structures based on underlying 

structures. Knowledge representation through understanding of ‘epistemic cultures’ is an evolutionary stage. But cognition 

goes beyond knowledge representation. Notwithstanding the importance of epistemology of phenomena, the practicability 

cum philosophical aspects of machine learning needs to be seen in dynamic behavior in socio-economic-technical value 

additions if human machine interaction processes that are context specific are incorporated into Strong Artificial Intelligent 

Systems.  

Cognitive Science is also studied both from computational and biological angles. Evolution of interactive forms of reasoning 

through understanding of meta-language of computations or biological learning processes is possible. But the limitation of 

historical cultures predefines the role of interactive processes in user-networks beyond technology networks. Despite this 

limitation, inclusive development notions of a heterogeneous national society like India or Europe can be tested and 

incorporated. (201 words) 
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Introduction: 

The progress of industrialization was an outcome of contrarian thinking to the immediate 

goals of traditional religious thinking that tended to define and impute meaning to the world, its 

actions and the inherent thinking process embedded in it. It shaped man in ways of logical thinking, 

provided meaning to its multiple language structures, sought a harmony across world’s language 

structures within a framework of free and diversified thinking. It brought value addition to the issue 

of ideas and matter, to paradigms that grew and enriched one another. When machines grew to 

command a space of its own, it manifested signs of efficiency, wear and tear with manifold levels of 

human-machine interaction processes. AI brought in a concept of an agent centric rule that bases 

its action-decisions on observation-programs, belief systems and abductively interactive processes. 

In multi-agent systems, the primary language of the agent performs a secondary function of 

communicating with other agents and in turn incorporating the feedbacks. Procedural and 

inferential processes generate decision making outputs and thereby aid in the world’s language 

and actual economic production systems. Behavioral productions of the world result from 

individual’s language, cognitive and economic structures that shape philosophical thinking that  

transform the world’s agenda for action.  

When Kirsh (1991) formulated the five foundational issues of AI, at its core was the 

initiation and conceptualization of knowledge level theories that would make for diversification, 

expansionism and possibility of non-homogeneous multiplicity of architectures underlying them. 

His avowal of cognition to be studied as a disembodied process even without solving symbol 

grounding problems had the potential to provide discrete philosophical insights that need not be 

necessarily Unitarian or reductionist. Learning was seen as an accumulative process of knowledge 

with its unique semantic structures and so describing cognition in propositional termswas seen as 

retaining the innovative PSS of Newell and Simon at core of knowledge processing structure inside 

architecture and to that extent he could justify a single architecture underlying all cognition. 

The approach in this paper is taking the Thinking humane (Cognitive Modeling) and Acting 

Rational(rational Agent )aspects of Russell’s four-fold approach to Ai while discussing the nature of 

the inter-relationships in economic and cognitive aspects wherein mega-philosophical thinking 

aiming to provide the ontogenetic cover. Computational issues of ontological engineering is not 

delved into but is subsumed within the Cognitive-economic mode. This is so even when a Noisy 

neural Bayesian computational model is proposed (Shi Z-2009) in case of feature binding problems 

encountered in basic perceptual representation problems in visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory 

or gustatory aspects of modeling generative functions for making a volumetric spatial sense of the 

world1.-Here weights of connection between neurons reflect statistical relation between them. 

Each neuron has two parts of inputs (feeding and linking); and neurons integrate these inputs non 

linearly. Outputs of neurons are determined by their own output and also output of their neurons.  
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It would not be wrong to say that philosophical thoughts originate in beliefs, words and 

actions as believed by Habermas (84-2). Similarly, any rational system should be able to learn from 

its mistakes and refutations of hypotheses. This can be akin to the genetic epistemology of Piaget. 

In Piaget, the cognitive processes can be seen as internally re-constructable sequences of 

competencies. Such adaptive processes expand the sphere of learning processes. This gives rise to 

action, output and testability of fallibility propositions. Chomsky (1968) would posit a bio-physical 

featuring of the human mind providing for the possibility of unificatory role in universal 

transmission processes. 

When language is used as an emergent property for training a connectionist network 

(Bybee and McClelland: 2005), competencies and performances therein make it unique among 

cognitive capacities. Epistemologies bring categorizations making for user specific agent 

applications the corner stone for evolutionary advancement of machines in the context of an 

economic society. In Artificial Intelligence Systems, reasoning, knowledge, planning, learning, 

communication, perception and problem solving making for autonomy, local views and 

decentralized architecture provide opportunities for sustainable machine human interaction as 

connectionist models of the future both as Expert Systems and its Multi Agent System (MAS) . 

The Challenges: 

The objective of this essay arises from the manifold problematic faced by AI: its 

innate historical dreams to provide for a new paradigm for science that would encompass 

the essentiality of all sciences, basic and social, and to carry the unifying seeds of all 

technology.  It did make a cardinal mistake in its progress of not making sufficient efforts to 

provide for a multiplicative interpretation of ‘intelligence’ that would have enabled diversity 

of output satisfying different subthemes and plots. The bottlenecks it faced  did provide for 

discussion and panelization bringing together Salamon(2010), Thomas Dean,  Tom 

Mitchell, Rodney Brooks, Niels Nillson, Eric Horvitz that threw the future spotlight on 

challenges that must be addressed if AI is to live up to its past promise. This was 

embedded in the meta issue of how to measure progress made in this discipline. Rodney 

Brooks of MIT put the issue in perspective when he broadly categorized the problems as 

those of AI’s performances when arraigned against biological systems and when seen from 

a positive angle leading to a sociological problem of ‘winner takes all’ situation. The basic 

question that needed to be faced was whether there can be a program that can probe an 

unknown architecture and reconfigure it so as to be a self optimizing exercise. Going 

beyond bounded rationality assumptions so as to tackle asymmetricities in complex 

structures was thought out to be a benchmark of success. Moderately put, it was asked as 

to whether divergence in program could be measured i.e. error in program or data 

representation. Variable genotypes embodied in some new ‘perceptron’ (beyond Minsky 
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and Papert of 1969) in evolutionary processes was another computational challenge and to 

achieve non trivial goals.  

Footnote: 

1-To implement competitive relationship among neurons (taking cue from Crick’s view that 

when external stimuli come to brain specific neurons corresponding to features of same object form 

dynamic neural assemblies by a temporal synchronous neural oscillation to code objects in external 

world. So a firing probability of a competitive neuron within a Bayesian P(X/ l1,l2….)=P(X) pi j is wj
i 

P(Ij) where lj is linking pre-synaptic neuron, X is neuron and  wj
i= (Plj/X) / P(li) where P(X) is prior prob 

calculated from feeding information; and P(X/ l1,l2….) is post prob after getting information from 

linking P(lj) is firing prob of lj. Therefore for assessing Firing prob, posit X1 X2….Xn be n neurons 

competitive to one another; Pbefore (Xi) is firing prob of Xi before competition; and so firing prob after 

competition is Pafter (Xi)=Pbefore (Xi)) / Summation Pbefore (Xj). --- From Shi J-Chinese Academy of 

Science-Institute of Computing Technology-ky Lab of Intelligent Information processing. 

 

Developments in neuronal science to challenge biological learning capabilities were another 

visionary goal. Despite Deep Blue, playing chess as a human would define progress. Building a noise 

understanding system or speech understanding not based on generative grammar and hidden 

Markov was marked as a goal. Thomas Dean (ibid) sought an integration of theory and practice 

through understanding of the Planning problem. He posited a progression in learning theory as 

providing for a possibility of providing newer Planning problems. He lamented minimal interplay of 

theorization and experimentations as a social, academic and attitudinal constraint though he 

wondered why science should suffer due to such an impasse in human behavior. Asymptotic 

arguments on Sharp Threshold functions, relevance of phase transition phenomenon and 

assessment of statistical properties of graphs were further practical and pedantic problems facing 

the discipline. 

Further sub problems as part of original systems were considered. For example, how to 

create autonomous systems in dynamic environments, over extended time periods entrusted with 

complex tasks meant processing streams of events over lifetimes with greatest expected utility. The 

key phases of automated decision making included steps of perceiving states of world faming 

decision, performing inferences to compute beliefs about the world and identify best se to factions 

were necessary. Autonomous systems needed to make decisions in an evolving environment that 

can change dramatically over time partly in response to actions emanating from systems. Thus 

systems needed to be endowed with ability to represent and reason about time dependent 

dynamics of belief factors, including notions of persistence and world states. 
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All the above needed a cognitive frame as is traditional with value adding implications 

providing the economic context. But thinking and methodological justification via individualism or 

holism provide the philosophical envelope and mooring and insights that would necessitate AI 

agenda of the future. It is for this reason that a work of this nature is undertaken here. 

The world of economics provided many sub-problems. Modeling Preference and utility is 

one of them. The Axiom of Utility governs the Principle of expected utility. The philosophical 

questions that are asked here: 1- Where does information about Utility of States come from? 

2- Whose Utility is being maximized? 

3- How to derive Utilities of High levels Goals like longer living? 

4-What is the most reasonable Utility Model for evaluating finite sequence of actions, 

  an agent(s) take over time? 

It is necessary to note that different assumptions about specific structure of Utility models lead to 

different notions of best behavior and different computational efficiency profiles evaluating 

sequences of plans (Tsang:2007). Planning involves knowledge representation (of belief, actions 

and effects), causal reasoning (about action resurgence) and resource allocation (i.e. economic 

time as to when to perform what action). Computation as one of the cognitive actions provide for 

decision procedures encoded in algorithms and heuristics. Bounded-ly rational utility structures 

explicitly specify decision maker’s decision making procedures. So in Tsang, the effective rationality 

of an agent being determined by its computational power does not allow for unifying definition of 

all types of bounded rationality that can be used in machine systems and so no reductionist 

approach would be suitable. Being rational meant to maximize one’s utility, given all available 

information. Even when full rationality assumption is relaxed, a computational approach allowed 

reasoning on economic systems. The General Problem Solver, an early approach to AI, planned for 

evolutionary development and cross cultural development by separating domain specific 

knowledge from reasoning mechanisms. 

An odd cognitive dimension like a psychological feature of mastery of attention and architecture 

do have an economic dimension. Perceiving, reasoning, acting all require costly resources. 

Therefore controlling allocation of computational resources can be a critical issue in maximizing 

value for behavior in situated systems. Organizationally, it may also be asked as to what aspects 

of a problem and problem solving strategy should a system attend to and when? Can a decision 

theoretic approach be enforced into problem solving architecture? Using an Expected Value of 

Computation (EVC) to make design time and time decision about ideal quantities of computation 

and memory to allocate alternate phases of reasoning including control processes shows 

embedded-ness of economics in cognitive systems. 
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Learning about Self and Environment with alternative Ontologies does have idle time between 

active problem solving sessions. A holistic world-view need constantly operatable machines to 

address alternative problematics in competitive time slots thus making for a lower transaction 

costs in machine operation. 

Tom Mitchell invokes researchers to think big and says that Ai needs to go beyond incremental 

progress. So he asks whether programs could be developed to make WWW as worlds’ biggest 

knowledge base. The problem was that it can take a million people to build but maintaining 

them is difficult.  Today Web is online marked with text, image, sound but not logic. So the 

challenge is how to ‘read’ it and turn it into a Frame based symbolic representation mirroring 

content of the web. One approach he says is to apply Machine learning to learn to understand 

natural language.  Hyperlinks are already doing that to show meanings of sentences and 

phrases. Thirdly, it is necessary to build agents to show lifelong machine learning .i.e. how to 

build agents exhibiting long term learning that is cumulative in a way like people learn (not sub 

routine learning of machines via algorithmic learning that learn one thing at a time and then 

reboot). 

Nils Nilsson searches for flexible and robust robots that need not go back to the factory for re-

programming. With effectors, sensors and softwares for instruments, robots will perform as and 

when necessary. The issue is how to build hierarchies of useful action routine and appropriate 

associated perceptual processing routines to guide them to action. He cites James Album 1991 

twin towers architectures for overall control and towers grow with instruction and experience. 

Gary Drescher (1991) developmental learning as a computational model is also highlighted for 

experiment. 

 AI’s cognitive framework reached a peak in Newell’s 1980 Physical Symbol Systems (PSS) 

and moved past symbol grounding structures. When McClelland (2012) was asked to speak on 

symbolic structures in a Thirtieth anniversary of cognitive science Society, he wondered how 

newer structures emerged from older ones and how a representational system can be built in AI 

so that science keeps pace with the ongoing evolutionary, creative progress of man in human 

society and getting manifested in diverse creative arts. PSS was having difficulty in capturing 

context sensitive data and coming to terms with human cognitive abilities.  According to the 

emergentist perspective, intelligence emerges out of neuronal interaction. Holland 1998 said 

emergent properties can be seen in patterns of units and/or processes in programming systems. 

Bunge 2003 and Morowitz 2002 state that these units/processes may be more or less complex 

vis a vis the substrate that gives rise to them. Intelligence is less about repetition and regularities 

but more about real time behavior like perception, comprehension and inductive capabilities. 

Hobstater (1979) pointed out that even intuition may be less a goal directed process and more 

out of a substratum, sub-symbolic constraint satisficing system. Holland’s introduction of 

genetic algorithms could be an example of emergent property in computational computer 
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science. Building on Hopfield’s (1984) approach, Rummelhart (1986) built a connectionist 

network of a house with different goodness states bringing on a schema of representation. 

Concomitant to the emergent rules in schemata, linguistic rules arose as emergent properties as 

a part of putative representationalism. When distributed connectionism arose as response to 

questions posed by the earlier wave, choice making was questioned as improbably discrete 

outcomes. Yet those decision states were the attractor states arising out of inhibitory and 

excitatory interplay of processing elements. Thus economic applications along with predictive 

games added value to the project to global AI systems. Competitive elements in between 

discrete and continuous structures showed the strength of inputs supporting those states and 

provided meat and malleability to those decisions. Moreover the mind was seen as less 

biologically programmatic and more a consequence of competitive processes of cognition 

structures.  

In Symbol grounding experiments of Harnad in response to Searle’s Chinese Room, it was 

thought that realism of symbols would imbue understanding to Robots. Problems of 

categorization and best criteria would help in assessing epistemology of need and accessibility 

for economic satisfaction But the test of understanding so effectively refuted by Turing (1950)  

was challenged by Harnad when the latter said that a cognitive reorganization of features 

provides the necessary ‘groundability’ to robots and makes for understanding. Mayo’s (2003) 

new test makes symbols intrinsic to the system (syntactic manipulations of symbols do not apply 

to the grounded robot). This is rooted in the idea that intelligence means both acquiring and 

learning about its symbols. 

Mind Language Machines, each has its own cognitive domain. Along with Ai, linguistics, 

neuroscience psychology, etc. these cognitive sciences search for an interdisciplinary synthesis 

that is not so easily forthcoming. The movement from machine language to a PSS and later to 

connectionism seemed to provide a phenomenological connection beyond super-structuralism. 

To scientifically and perspectivally analyze cognitive achievements in AI, philosophers must learn 

to undertake testable hypotheses (Dennet-2009). 

Rationality and reasoning provide bases of philosophical and economic reasonings and 

theory/methodology building in sciences. AI can try to model irrationality and rationality using 

computational intelligence. But the challenge that gets generated relate to degree of bias-ness 

in learning modules. Behavioral Finance is a practical science that models irrationality and bias 

(Patnaik, Asija, et.al-2012 ;Patnaik and Asija-2012). Emergent system behavior is dependent on 

behavior of agents in the system. Cognitive modeling and inclusion of bias was sought to explain 

both in case of self esteem as an explanation of financial risk propensity and risk preference in 

the system( Patnaik, Asija, et.al.-2012) and also Momentum trading in Indian stock markets 

(Patnaik and Asija-2012). Taking cue from Tsang that effective rationality of an agent is 

determined by its computational intelligence, ceteris paribus agents that had better algorithms 
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and heuristics would make more rational and optimizing decisions.  Epistemology would then 

aim to formulate a method for justification of cognitions. 

 

 

Interactionism’s Implications for architectures: 

Terveen’s (1995, Pezullo:2008) model whether among agents or human computer interface has 

same semantic problematic and symbol groundedness issues versus encodingism’s problem of 

correspondences. But the ‘knowing how’ feature provides for greater possibilities of interactions 

and therefore possible greater choice sets and therefore freedom in decision making processes 

of economics and social sciences. The basic epistemic of representation as function (wide 

functionalism) is a property of the system with its meaning as use as in Wittgenstein (Zelta (ed) 

Anat:2011). Internal selection criteria though make it error prone to that extent. Environment 

Differentiations and implicit definitions are its foundation stones. Its evolutionary foundations 

have a sequence of knowing, learning and a certain reflexive consciousness brining in a macro 

evolutionary epistemology that would suit macroeconomic paradigms.  

The Interactionist alternative is akin to ‘knowing how’ and does not correspond to the 

encodingist notion of ‘knowing that’. It indicates that in certain circumstances a certain course 

of action is possible. But what would be the implications of such a perspective to perception and 

language? 

A computational architecture like SOAR did good representation with sub goal structures but 

neither could not be a model for general intelligence nor could it reflect or recurse (newell-

1986). 

Moreover, connectionist/interactionist has not gone far probably because the radical-ness of 

the functional relationship between a machine and external stimulus environment could not be 

foreseen especially when the internal machine state is considered on a finite state automata 

mode despite great achievements in overcoming domain specificity. Generic theory could do an 

exploratory internal structure by developing search and proof technique for managing symbolic 

knowledge bases only. The embodied cognitive potentials could not be understood properly. 

Perhaps some external permanent existing domain knowledge structures could be a way out. 

The Arbetslivscentrum group on participatory design that works on human machine interfaces is 

posited as a way out. For example, Project MEDICA-AMIGOS integrates human specific 

knowledge in a real world contribution towards developing a Commercial Human centred 

Software application (Gill: 1996-pp459-471). 

Rasmussen et.al. (1988), define the human centred paradigm as an individual and collective 

learning process that includes four inter-related perspectives. They are: 
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1- Dialectical development orientation using possible alternative perspectives arising out of 

human conflict. 

2- Shaping perspective that tends to integrate and harmonize social and technical design. 

3- Dialogue perspective integrating producer and user viewpoints 

4- Social sustainability perspective based on interconnectedness of individual, society and 

nature3. 

Apart from philosophizing on cognitive phenomenology, value additions via creative 

applications in different fields is making hypothesis testing approaches in philosophical 

research lucrative and demanding. 

 

The Scandinavian UTOPIA research Ehn (1988) sees involvement of users in design to promote 

organization change process. Users need to have experience of being in a future use situation. 

Ehn explored language games (akin to Wittgensteinian ‘practice’) for participatory user involved 

design. In such a language game, metaphors and prototypes for facilitating learning processes. 

The syntagmatic approach in phenomenology is not the ending phase of any perceptual 

synthesis. The logico mathematical structures need to be adjusted through reflective abstraction 

of Piaget and Harland (Harland: 80) The processes of syntagm give one freedom to create 

meanings independent of reality too though a human centred approach would make it 

unnecessary. In a syntagm, language can have a liberating effect rather than being constrictive 

(Harland). A possible World Semantics of Carnap in Salmi (2012, is a product of new ‘intentional’ 

forms of logic. By analyzing the applications of a proposition into many applications, indecisive 

truth values can find a solution. Language can be seen as describing new possible world. 

Language does constitute a world. 

The philosophical tractability of the new science/technology in its innovative modes needs to 

take one to the detailed world of AI as in conventional expert systems and for economic 

transactions. Expert system is a component program designed to emulate expertise in any 

domain. However concomitant understanding of developments in domain areas makes for high 

cost delivery schedules. A knowledge base represented by “if, then” rules need to be combined 

with inference engine to explain reasons and reach conclusions. Knowledge engineers need to 

extract an expert’s knowledge in an organization and use it in an expert system. Institutional 

structures with its confidentiality clauses are another institutional barrier. Understanding the  

role of private, public and shared knowledge dissolves the intangible feature of knowledge 

dependence on humans. 

An agent based ecommerce system can react to buyer’s feedback using a fuzzy approach. This 

recommends products to buyers as per their preferences. The agent collects the buyers 

preferences in fuzzy or linguistically defined terms and based on this presents them an ordered 
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set of products. After obtaining the buyers’ feedbacks when they come across their products, 

the sellers’ agents interacts with the buyer agent, revises the products’ preferential order and 

recommends the same. The methodology measures the degree of customer’s focus on the 

products finally recommended by ecommerce agent (Patnaik and Muddasani-2012).  

Footnote: 

3- Patnaik Debasis- In Feb2012- Goa Management Day Lecture in Department of Management , 

Goa University on 22Feb2012 spoke on Soceital Sustainability and the need for Science and 

Technology to quantify and measure this nature of social connectedness for estimating optimum 

carrying capacity of urban systems in a decentralized regional specific, need based planning 

frame. 

The product ranking obtained through buyers’ initial preferences is the subjective information 

and the available information from the agent’s presented products is taken as the objective 

information. 

 

Such an approach integrates both cognitive and economic aspects. To the extent experimental 

economics do not fulfill/need any special condition of consistency, cognitive identifications allow 

for philosophical rationality in the system. 

Bonakdarian (2011) uses an evolutionary algorithm in analyzing data from experimental 

economics. This algorithm was sued in conjunction with step wise regression to evaluate various 

subsets so as to generate an optimum subset from user denied criteria. The evolutionary 

algorithm is based on cross-generational elitist selection using heterogeneous recombination 

with a cataclysmic mutation algorithm. This is a population based approach, flexible and user 

directed. However a particle Swarm Optimization technique could have been tested herewith to 

see whether difference in results is getting generated with same data. 

However, aggressive investment in new IT leads vendors, investors, market analysts to support 

AI. Mental activities modeled in AI lead to product differentiation, unlike employment tradeoffs 

in early industrialization automation of production processes. Expert systems boost productivity 

when staff members do not have to ask a question and wait for an answer. Underwriting work 

has seen lowering handling costs and lower mortality expenses through accurate risk 

assessment and pricing in Bank of America, Nippon life, etc1 . Further quality management, rapid 

automation, professional development and competitive advantage is enhanced through 

integrating domain knowledge in AI expert systems as seen in financial services sectors. 

 Philosophizing knowledge entails virtue of classification that has been used by AI 

Knowledge decomposition as discussed by Eugene Wallingford and Sticklen (1991) via 

structured mapping and hierarchizing knowledge groups has the merit of system debugging and 
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system extension of AI. This was discussed in the context of Selecting Plans for Capital Asset 

Acquisition through Classification Problem Solving. A Plan Selection Problem Solver can 

generally look this way below. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Further economic and finance related value addition measurement and testing problems 

incorporated in AI Expert systems has been mentioned. To give a few examples: A Multi Expert 

Architecture for Credit Risk Assessment (Credex) by Suzanne Pinson from IX Dauphine, Lamsade-

Paris is sued using kEE, an improvement over Intelligent DSS systems as the former can process 

qualitative information and at varied risk interval scales. It is a combination of multi attribute 

aggregation rules derived from cognitive psychology and decision theory of Nisbet (2005) and 

Brehmer (1987). The meta- expert system employed therein reasons not on domain objects but 

on tasks within the meta domain. Extensions can be made for individual experienced experts 

and sensitivity analysis can be done if experts disagree on risk levels. 

Genetic algorithm incorporating chromosome crossover and mutation is touted as one of the 

evolutionary research areas in AI was developed by Richard Bauer and Liepins Gunar from USA 

to generate trading strategies. If the algorithm is programmed in modules/subroutines, only the 

evaluation problem needs to change across problems. However more creative insights through 

experience is needed. 

In an age when e-commerce is above $1.5billion p.a. and promises to increase due to advances 

in Agent Technology .i.e. application where users delegate authority to search and filter 

information schedule meeting/negotiate agreements to software agents, programs that act 

independently on their behalf. So what is the research agenda for economist versus changes in 

technology and lifestyle changes due to globalization? Economic theory especially 

implementation theory can be used to design and improve efficiency of e-com systems. A study 

of impact of software agents on the markets can be undertaken. So how can economic theory 

be used to design interaction between agents and users. So unlike first generation e com agents, 

the second generation agents have feature that user delegates authority ti transact business to 

agent. These agents can copy themselves over internet, interrogate host websites, interact with 

other agents. 

USER 

Hierarchical  Classifier 

    Planning Interface 
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  Wider applications to telecom, marketing, entertainer and military segments (Guilfoyle and 

Warner-1994) via movement to agent based environment supported by communication 

languages –KQML and Tele-supply and standardized electronic transaction. So the research 

categories in different aspects of e commerce: 1- design of markets for automated interaction of 

protocols for multi agent interaction and of negotiating agents.  

 

Footnote: 

2-Expert Systems Catalogue by Paul Harmon appearing in The Rise of the Expert Systems (Times 

books-1988) 

 

 The philosophic or ideological rationale could be positing freedom and maximal gain or maximal 

control for communal sharing. Implementation theory or mechanism designs would be 

prescribed for partnerships with given preference sets though human agents always outsmart 

designs and impose their own preferences.  

Consequently whether a philosophy of mainstream planning, organized education cum training 

system would be accepted or human perception linked output module would be developed 

would be decided on a Rawlsian justiciable mode (Patnaik 2003). But looking only through the 

glass of AI and Implementation theory, market for automated agents (automated agent is a pre 

program algorithm like game theoretic concept of strategy) seem a viable outcome in richer 

climes in the current context of developmental logic minus the climate change worries. Thus 

game theoretic designs would be machined into automated markets in the very design of agents 

themselves. Another category of economics propelled cognitive research would be via the 

factuality of search agents enhancing consumer’s search power and increase competitiveness in 

markets for homogeneous goods. Justice notions will allow general modeling frames based on 

underlying incentive schemes that can be used for regulation and tax schemata. But will AI 

psyche counter institutional constraints? Say, a user learning to trust agents to act in his 

interests? Such an outcome would be sensitive to many assumptions. A technology good would 

be operating in an infinitely divisible capital-design-decision model. 

Marcuse (1941)’s musings on social implications of modern technology replaced an era of 

commodity fetishism or so it seemed. This seemingly large scale investigation of technical 

efficiency hit a roadblock: whether technology would need to be politically neutral or there 

would be progressive utilization of technique through democratic (read education) reform. But 

technology can breed liberty, scarcity/abundance, extension/abolition are questions that human 

actions in society would determine. So whether commercialism is leading to a societal harmony 

through both vertical and horizontal sense of Rawlsian justice (Patnaik2003) or rational 

structures get progressively dissolved is the action agenda of humanity is the essence of this 
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debate on machine philosophy through cognitive and economic behaviors on a justiciable and 

norms/contract/emergent creativity enforcement platform.  

Economic Aspect: In Romer’s pioneering endogenous growth where human capital is a key 
factor of economic growth, Kaas, et al (2010) make the theoretical claim that an infinite growth 
is possible. However, notwithstanding this claim, Romer’s production function allows smart 
goods to have more profits, prices and a sequences of production structures in time(entire profit 
of research sector comes back as wages to human capital).However, positing  a Rostovian Age of 
High Mass Consumption, wages would have been high enough to give diminishing satisfaction, 
barring Un-smart goods and Production structures (defined as goods having ill health 
implications  in a holistic sense and high regulatory transaction costs with increasing production 
with or without constraints). 

 
So do achievements of AI contribute to economic theorization through providing insights into 
economic problematic? 
 
It provides a methodology for modeling rationality. For example, Finite Automata is used to model 
strategic choice (Patnaik and tripathy-2012). This models choice given at artificial neural network 
(ANN) predictions from stock market in relation to outputs generated in a Cobb Douglas production 
type equation within the framework of a real-financial systems model. Such an approach can be 
relevant to correct planning mistakes (agent mistakes) and therefore to disequilibrium situations. 
Disequilibrium situation being non-consistent is problematic for economics due to non exploration 
of ways to move into equilibrium. AI by providing decision rules provides pathways to new 
equilibrium structures. 
 
In market structure analysis, say in Cournot Duopoly, when method influences choice, reasoning 
becomes a sort of pre commitment. So the nature of assumptions can be explored. 
 
Rationality without reasoning took recourse to cardinal utilitarianism but consequential problems 
of measurement threw the issue into hands of mimimax models. The problem in the traditional 
economics was one eschewed the processes behind reasoning structures with agents costless-ly 
choosing the options. Economic technology demanded a continuous objective function and a 
compact choice set(closed and bounded budget set and positive price) with many restrictive 
assumptions behind it. No restrictions implied zero possibility of seeking solutions. 
The contributions of AI to economic theorizing are also an alternative philosophical and cognitive 
path4. It provides a method to model reason and rationality. It provides a perspective to view 
current problems and also raises new problems. Mistake and disequilibrium modeling has become 
possible due to AI. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The philosophical, cognitive and economic processes prove unworthy if the machine breakdown 
gives rise to ethical implications. If a medical diagnosis proves false, whose responsibility is it 
anyway, the physician or the programmer? 
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An Over-reaching deception: In Christiano (2000) deception is incorporated in AI for social welfare, 

warfare for economic reasons and issues of freedom. Kowalski (2011) provides a computational 

model by providing constraints that prevent immoral/illegal action. Decision theories in Law, 

Management, economics and sociology can then judge the moral status of actions in terms of 

consequences and also motivations.  

However, this third Intelligence Revolution as Shi (2009) puts it brings neuronal analysis, Ai and 

other evolving knowledge structures together in a fruitful endeavor. Lindley’s (2011) bottoms-up 

(using different sub-strata) intelligent system that is self replicating and capable of generating 

cognizing systems as large scale assemblies makes development of engineered systems revealing 

properties of autonomy and intelligence a possibility. Such autonomous systems with (Harnad: 

1990) connectionist architectures are characterized by special competence but limited high level 

capacity at present. Wilson’s (1998) ‘consilience’ of inductions from different classes of observation 

will describe a chain of cause and effect explanations leading through natural sciences into a 

vertically integrated interpretative social science and humanities. But to what extent it would be 

‘reductionist’ can be known only from the emergent properties at the interfaces of ‘stratas’ in the 

system. 

The philosophizing of AI and its practices is providing some insights and justifying Rosenbrock’s 

(1992) musings on existence of technological convergence and uniformity of technological 

practices. If science is the source of consistency in scientific practices across cultures, then causality 

in science needs to be substituted by sets of cultural ideations as a basis for knowledge designs to 

be used in machines for harmonious social optimum in its techno-social interfaces. However a 

newer set of challenges would have to be dealt with, such as, user involvement, degrees of 

cognitive performance in network of relationships at local and global levels and valorization of 

diversity (Gill: 1996). Gill’s coherence of choice innovation has to look at national value addition 

and purchasing power parity (PPP) measures. Economic underpinnings behind choice innovation 

via conventional utility maximization model within a national sale with similar PPPs enable 

development and fulfillment of formal production structures of locally specific hardware software 

mix. Cognitive surfaces would be local user specific encompassed by translatable borderless 

language cultures and not limited by narrow economic determinism and single-user single 

technology syndrome. Translations provide the bug bear of multiple interpretations and so cultural 

specific meanings can help in cultural education for user at both ends of production-user network. 

This variant of humanizing of technological interface in human machine interaction literature is one 

step towards fulfillment of vision of Artificial Intelligence. 

 Thus a human centered machine approach shows Cooley (1996:99) approving of a Heideggerian 

approach to machines as tools that would support non- existent and newer ways of application and 
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thinking rather than accepting scientific utilitarianism as objectification of knowledge. Thus one can 

forego menu driven approach and plan for independent understanding of implications about the 

unknown with capacity to work on group goals in a more rational and progressive rather than rigid 

way. This would imbue a scientific cum technological enterprise with Rosenbrokian purpose rather 

than machine causality embedded-ness which is only a dull repetitive work syndrome. This would 

also help Friss-ian (1987) prototyping  in design systems where she defines ‘prototyping’ as a 

method for mediating knowledge/dialogue between designers and users . She devised a PROTEV 

(meaning prototyping for Evolutionary Systems Development) that provide users with a 

understandable tool for work helpful in taking feedbacks and modifying it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Footnote: 
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